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At The Brothers Markle, we have been 
the visual storytellers of many brands 
since 50 years. With a commitment 
to unwavering dedication to              
excellence, we have been crafting 
high-quality signage solutions since 
our inception. Our journey began with 
a shared passion for artistry and a 
vision to transform spaces through 
creative signage using modern     
technology with traditional          
craftsmanship.

Our extensive range of services start from Channel Letters to Custom 
Architectural Signage, Cut Out Letters, Illuminated and Non-illuminated 
signs, Neon signs, Large format prints, Pylon signs, Recognition and donor 
wall signs, Vehicle graphics, Vinyl graphics and Way finding signage. We 
consider each project as a unique opportunity for us to blend artistry with 
functionality, resulting in signages that ‘Capture Attention with the Right 
Message.



CREATIVE APPROACH

EXPERTS
at Your Service
We believe that collaboration is the key to delivering best 
signage solutions that resonate with your brand identity. At 
The Brothers Markle, we understand the importance of   
durability in signage. This understanding inspires us to use 
only the finest materials and cutting-edge technology to 
create signage that stands the test of time. we have the 
expertise to make it happen.

INITIAL BRIEFING
The initial briefing for our Signage 
service involves client consultation 
and site assessment to align with 
unique requirements and ensure 
effective signage.

DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE
In Design and Prototype phase of our 
Signage service, our team creates 
and refines sign designs and         
produces prototypes for client 
review and approval.

MANUFACTURE
In the Manufacturing phase of our 
service, we bring the approved 
design to life, meticulously crafting 
and assembling the signage with 
precision and attention to detail that 
aligns with the objectives of the 
client.

INSTALLATION
In this final phase, our team of 
experts ensure the safe and               
accurate placement of the signage 
at its designated location, optimizing 
visibility and desired impact.



SERVICES
1. CHANNEL LETTER SIGNS
Signs function as silent messengers in Toronto’s changing urban 
scene, communicating important information, directing us and     
leaving a lasting impression. Channel Letter Signs stand out as distinct 
and appealing aspects among these elements. We have mastered 
the technique of Channel Letter Signs at The Brothers Markle,              
upgrading Toronto’s signage scene with precision and perfection.

2. ARCHITECTURAL
    SIGNAGE
Architectural signage has 
a subtle but significant 
impact on the urban         
experience in the centre of 
a busy city like Toronto. The 
Brothers Markle are proud 
of their ability to provide a 
service that is exceptional 
in every way. Our passion 
to producing architectural 
signs of the highest calibre 
is motivated by a             
combination of artistry



Signs function as silent messengers in Toronto’s changing urban 
scene, communicating important information, directing us and     
leaving a lasting impression. Channel Letter Signs stand out as distinct 
and appealing aspects among these elements. We have mastered 
the technique of Channel Letter Signs at The Brothers Markle,              
upgrading Toronto’s signage scene with precision and perfection.

3. CUT OUT LETTERS & PLAQUES

4. ILLUMINATED SIGNS &
     NON-ILLUMINATED SIGNS

To stand out in the crowded 
scene of Toronto’s commercial 
sector, a well-crafted and 
eye-catching sign is needed. 
Enter “Cut Out Letters,” a service 
provided by The Brothers Markle 
that is meant to boost your 
brand’s visibility and leave a   
lasting impression.

In the bustling metropolis of 
Toronto, where every busi-
ness competes for attention 
in a sea of advertisements, 
having a distinct and capti-
vating presence is crucial. 
One way to achieve this is 
through illuminated signs 
and non-illuminated signs, 
both of which are expertly 
offered by The Brothers 
Markle.



5. NEON SIGNS
Neon Signs are more than just signs; they’re a blend of art and           
business. These captivating displays can transform any setting into a 
visual masterpiece. At “The Brothers Markle,” we bring this artistry to 
life in Toronto.

6. LARGE FORMAT
     PRINTING
Large Formet Prints are 
more than just visuals; they 
are a canvas for imagina-
tion. These impressive prints 
are perfect for a wide range 
of applications, and at “The 
Brothers Markle,” we          
specialize in turning your 
vision into a reality

Visual Impact



7. PYLON SIGNS
Pylon Signs are more than just signs; they are towering 
symbols of your brand’s presence in Toronto. These 
eye-catching structures are strategically placed to catch 
the attention of both pedestrians and motorists, making 
them a powerful marketing tool for your business.

8.
RECOGNITION
AND DONOR
WALL SIGNS
In the vibrant city of    
Toronto, where every 
step forward is a 
shared journey, the art 
of recognition finds its 
voice through            
Recognition and Donor 
Wall Signs. 



9. VINYL GRAPHICS
Vinyl graphics are a canvas for 
creativity and communication. 
With this adaptable medium; 
patterns, slogans and artwork 
are printed on vinyl material 
and then adhered to a variety 
of surfaces; including storefront 
windows, car exteriors and         
interior walls. The outcome is 
striking and powerful signage 
that may deliver messages,     
improve branding or just add 
aesthetic appeal to an area.

10. VEHICLE GRAPHICS
Vehicle graphics have evolved 
beyond mere branding—they are 
mobile billboards that can travel 
across the city, reaching a diverse 
audience. “The Brothers Markle” excel 
in transforming ordinary vehicles into 
extraordinary marketing tools.



11. WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
Effective navigation is essential in a busy city like Toronto, where life 
pulses through the streets. The value of having a clear direction          
becomes paramount, whether you’re a local navigating the city’s        
ever-changing urban landscape or a tourist taking a visit in the city’s 
cultural attractions. Enter The Brothers Markle and our top-rated         
wayfinding signage solution, which will expertly lead you through        
Toronto’s convoluted network of streets and locations.



Get in Touch
+1 416-495-9888
info@brothersmarkle.com

We are dedicated to delivering 
exceptional signage solutions 
that elevate your brand and 
leave a lasting impression. 
Whether you need eye-    
catching outdoor signs, interior 
branding, or vehicle graphics 
that turn heads, we have the 
expertise to make it happen.


